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creative, motivating multi-level,        
multi-skills language activities 

Biographies 
Short, Short Stories Based on          

the “Messages” of People’s Lives 
Language Learning Levels = High Beginning Through Intermediate 

Use these engaging, effective ideas to teach or learn reading    
skills and strategies (getting the main idea, recognizing  

supporting detail, summarizing, and paraphrasing); to practice      
and test listening comprehension of “mini-speeches,” to provide 

writing practice based on models, and much, much more!    
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This Small-Sized Biographies Starter Book  contains information 
about these topics and instructions for these activities.  
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1 Who are the famous people in these cartoons? Answers follow—upside down. 

ANSWERS: Arnold Schwarzenegger, Robin Williams, Walter Cronkite, Socrates, William Shakespeare  
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Can you identify the famous people in these caricatures?  Answers are below —upside down.   

Biographies 
Short, Short Stories Based on                     

the “Messages” of People’s Lives 
Language Learning Levels = High Beginning Through Advanced  

B iographies are people’s life stories.  Most bios are about 
famous people, living or dead.  But biographies can also 
say something about “ordinary” people’s lives, especially 

the “messages” they send or the “lessons” they might teach.  

Biographies can be as short as a paragraph or as long as a book. 
They can be written in the simplest language, adapted to the 
proficiency level of beginning English-language students or                  
new readers—or in complex, even literary language.  They can 
focus on one aspect or period of someone’s life—or be a detailed, 
chronological account of major—and minor—life events.  

There’s a large variety of printed or online material that can be 
called “biography.”  What such writings have in common is                     
that they can be put to effective, efficient, and creative use in 
language teaching and learning. They can serve  as material                    
for reading skills instruction—getting the point or the main idea, 
recognizing supporting detail, listing events in time order, and  
the like.  They also fit well into oral and written activities—
summarizing, paraphrasing, writing life stories, etc.  

Most learners—and teachers—enjoy reading about people, so       
true biographic material is intrinsically motivating. The purpose   
of this teacher-resource book, along with the reproducible  
student material it contains, is to offer ideas on how to make 
productive use of this common form of written communication.   

The people portrayed by the caricatures above are supposed to be:  Arsenio Hall, Charlie Chaplin, 
Sigmund Freud, Margaret Thatcher, Tiger Woods, Katherine Hepburn, Bill Clinton.  
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Sources of Biographic Material  

P ublic and school libraries and bookstores are sources of 
biographies of famous people in book form, written for                 
historians or history professors or researchers, or for                   

the general public, or for young people or children. Except for             
the shortest biographies created for young readers, most of these         
whole books are too complex or detailed to serve as resource                
material for simplified or adapted short readings. 

Collections of short biographical readings are probably more 
useful. These can be found in books or in magazines such as 
Time, Newsweek, People, and others. Biographical information is 
also available on the Internet (the WorldWideWeb), at sites like: 
www.biography.com                  www.factmonster.com/people/biographies  

http://mrnussbaum.com/bio2/             https://www.famouspeoplelessons.com/ 

www.manythings.org/voa/people/      http://www.ducksters.com/biography/ 

Continually changing, sites like these have various formats.                   
Some include audio, video, or books to read online. Even so,                  
for use in the kinds of activities suggested in Biographies, they’ll               
need adaptation. The very short, simplified bios that used to 
appear in children’s sections of local newspapers (like the Daily 
Breeze, a Copely Newspaper published in Torrance, California © 
1998.) were useable without adaptation for teaching purposes. 
Now they’re hard to find. Here are examples:   
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Jesus Christ, 
Michael Jackson, 
Ronald Reagan, 

Saddam 
Hussein, 

Michelle Obama   

Simplifying or Adapting Biographic 
Reading Material   

S ome biographic readings, like the examples from a 
children’s newspaper column shown on the previous page, 
appear in a form that’s already suitable for classroom 

presentation. Simply collect these, cut them out,  and paste                 
them up on equal- sized index cards or card stock. Without 
photocopying, soon you’ll have a “Biography Reading Kit” to 
make worksheets or design activities for—and to use and reuse 
again and again.  

Other biographic materials need rewriting—to make them more 
“accessible” to learners of English as a second language and  
new readers. Usually, they must also be shortened—to enable 
learners to read and understand many comparable brief                
readings within the time allotted for classwork or homework.  

Getting the Main Idea 
In simplifying or otherwise adapting biographical info, keep                    
the most common purposes of reading instruction in mind.                   
The first of these aims is to learn—or to teach students—to get 
the point or “main idea” or “message” of a reading selection.                 
The second is for learners to find, read, understand, and 
remember “supporting information”—significant facts, events, 
examples, or other data contributing to a “main-idea message.”  
After reading a short, short biography, students should be                   
asked “main-idea questions” about its content, most likely: 
1. Why is this person famous? (OR: Why do we still remember this person?) 

2. What is most significant about this person’s life (so far)? (OR: What are                    
the three most important facts about—or events in—his or her life?) 

3. What (lesson) about life or the world can we learn from this person’s story? 

Keeping such questions in mind while rewriting or reorganizing 
biographical info will help us simplify  or paraphrase the material.  

Which famous figures do these caricatures represent?  See answers to the right.  
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Here are some possible answers for the “Main-Idea Question-and-Answer Outline” above: 

1. For what is Steven Spielberg most famous?  A. His blockbuster films.  B. His serious films.   

2. What are some details from his life to remember?  A. Fascinated by visual media images—
began making films as a kid.  B. Famous special effects movies: Jaws, Raiders of the Lost Ark, 
Jurassic Park.  C. Serious films: Schindler’s List (Academy Award), Private Ryan, etc.   

Recognizing Important               
Supporting Information  

F or students, the second most important reading skill is 
recognizing which info in a reading to concentrate on. 
Language-learners and new readers often make the 

mistake of reading too carefully. They tend to pay attention to 
insignificant details, to look up words (“translating” them into 
their native languages, if any), and/or to memorize or copy 
material word for word instead of understanding its meaning. 
For these reasons, such students need to learn to pick out  
what is significant for learning. Once they grasp the general 
meaning of a selection without difficulty, they can usually 
recognize which information supports the main idea,                        
which facts are about something else, and which details                       
are irrelevant to the “message” or “life lesson.” 
To become aware—and/or to demonstrate unerstanding—                     
of the organization of biographic reading material, learners                    
can list answers to “main-idea questions” and/or fill in an 
outline form. Here’s an example for an article from page 4.  

1. For what is Steven Spielberg 
most famous?  

A. __________________________ 

B. __________________________ 

2. What are some details from his 
life to remember?  

A. __________________________ 

B. __________________________ 

C. __________________________ 
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The Subjects of Biographies             
for Language Learning 

T he best subjects of biographies are, of course, people 
in whom learners are likely to be interested. High 
school and young adult school or college students,                  

for instance, might be interested in famous people that can 
serve as positive (or negative) role models—personalities                 
at the beginning or at the height of their careers in 
entertainment, sports, and other areas of modern life.                  
Older learners may want to read about businesspeople                
that have “made it” in the face of obstacles, politicians and 
political leaders currently in the news, and/or a large variety 
of the best-known media personalities. Serious academic 
students, especially liberal arts majors, will probably  be 
interested in historical figures, such as great (and terrible) 
world leaders, discoverers or inventors of important 
technological advances, and/or other well-known names   
that belong to the “cultural literacy” of an educated person.  

Are you using biographical information in connection with 
grammar and/or composition-writing lessons? In English-  
as-a Second-Language courses, biographies fit in best with 
teaching or learning of the past time frame forms and uses, 
such as regular and irregular simple past verb forms,                       
the past continuous tense, and the past perfect tenses. 
However, very short biographies about people still living 
may be re-written largely in the present time frame—that is, 
the simple present, the present continuous, and the present 
perfect (continuous). Biographies adapted in this way will 
focus on a person’s accomplishments up to the present, 
rather than on past events in the person’s life.  

The famous people caricatured in these drawings are: Laurel & Hardy, Leonard Nemoy                      
(Mr. Spock), Elizabeth Taylor, Nelson Madella, Joan of Arc, Mother Teresa.  
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Short, Short Biographies for           
the Language-Skills Classroom 

I n a classroom, a set of short, short biographies (the original—
or adapted or simplified—text) can be used to advantage in 
various ways. Each exercise or activity can focus on a different 

language skill, such as reading, speaking/listening, summarizing 
(orally or in written form), and others. The biographies can also 
serve as models for language production—in paired interviews, 
cooperative learning, composition writing, etc. In step-by-step 
instructions, the last section of this book offers many 
suggestions for productive use of biographical material for 
language learning or teaching.  

The biographical information on the following pages was 
researched online. It was written up to appeal to and be easily-
understood by second-language learners or new readers.                        
The material is useful for language-skills instruction.  

Designed with high-beginning learners in mind, the biographical  
selections numbered 1 to10 contain only short sentences,                    
basic grammar, and common vocabulary. Readings 11 to 20, 
which contain slightly more difficult structures, words, and 
phrases, are for low-intermediate learners. Selections 21 to 30               
are aimed at high-intermediate levels of language proficiency,                 
at which readers should be able to “figure out” the approximate 
meaning of new vocabulary and to understand longer, more   
complex sentences without interruption of their reading fluency. 
Hopefully, the selections provide useful models of language 
simplification and adaptation for a variety of levels and purposes.   

The 30 readings and the sample comprehension exercises                 
that follow, may be reproduced for classroom or individual use:   

They may be used as is on individual computer screens—or                        
enlarged and projected onto a larger surface.  

They may be printed and made into one or more “class sets” of                       
Reading Cards, each card with a different biography on it. 

They may be duplicated and given to learners or small groups.    

They may be simplified, made more elaborate, and/or otherwise                 
changed to fulfill specific or general educational purposes.  
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BIOGRAPHY 1: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar (1947- ) 

K areen Abdul-Jabbar was one of the best 
basketball players of his time. In his twenty- 
year career, he scored 38,387 points. That             

was the most points of any player in history. At 
7’2” (seven feet, two inches), he was also the tallest. 
Jabbar was born in New York City. His real name 
was Ferdinand Lewis Alcindor. In college, Kareem 
helped win three championships for U.C.L.A.               
(the University of California at Los Angeles).  
From 1969 to 1975, he played basketball for two 
professional teams, the Milwaukee Bucks and the 
Los Angeles Lakers. He won the “Most Valuable 
Player” award six times. He became a member of 
basketball’s Hall of Fame. Now he’s retired.               

BIOGRAPHY 2: Yasser Arafat  (1929-2004) 

Y asser Arafat was the leader of the Palestinian 
Liberation Organization (PLO). This extremist 
political group always fought against the 

state of Israel. But in 1988 Arafat surprised 
world leaders. He said Israel had a right to exist. 
But so did an independent state of Palestine.   
Arafat supported Saddam Hussein in the 1990 Arabian 
Gulf Crisis. This hurt his reputation. But he worked hard 
for peace in the Middle East. Many angry Palestinians 
criticized him. Even so, he won world recognition 
for the Palestinian state in 1993. With the leader 
of Israel, he won the Nobel Peace Prize.   
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BIOGRAPHY 4: Buddha (died about 483 B.C.) 

B uddhism is one of the major religions in the world 
today. The Buddha was the founder of Buddhism.  
At birth, his title was Prince Gautama 

Siddhartha. He was the son of royalty in Nepal. But           
at age thirty, he gave up his life of luxury and power. 
He left his home and family. He chose a poor and 
simple life of spiritual thought. One day under a tree, 
the Buddha received religious enlightenment. For forty 
years, he taught his followers the Four 
Noble Truths. The goal of his teachings 
is “Nirvana.” In the “state of Nirvana,” 
a person has no more earthly desires. 
The “self” is part of infinity.                                      

BIOGRAPHY 3: The Beatles (1960-1970) 

F or ten years, the Beatles were a pop music 
group. The group was “born” in 1960 in Liverpool, 
England. Its members were John Lennon, Paul 

McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr.   
The Beatles created and sang their own songs. Some 
well-known examples are “I Want to Hold Your Hand” 
and “Yesterday.” Their popularity spread all over the 
world. It was called “Beatlemania.” Young fans loved  
the long-haired singers. They admired their attitudes 
and their poetry. They screamed and went wild at their 
concerts. The Beatles went on tours. They made record 
albums and movies. The break-up of 
the group in 1970 was unhappy.   
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BIOGRAPHY 5: Lucille Ball (1910-1989) 

L ucille Ball began acting as a teen, but she was not really successful until the 1950s. With 
her husband, Desi Arnaz, she created the first 

popular TV “situation comedy.” It was “I Love Lucy.”  
In real life, Arnaz was a Cuban band leader. In the 
show, he played the same role. Ball was a ditzy red-
headed housewife. They and their friends got into 
trouble again and again. The show was very funny. 
They divorced in 1960. Lucille appeared in Broadway 
shows and more TV comedy series. Until 
her death, her fans watched her in TV 
specials. In reruns, people still watch 
examples of her comedic talent today.  

BIOGRAPHY 6: Jacques Cousteau (1910-1997) 

J acques Cousteau was a French 
oceanographer. He explored the 
oceans on his research ship, the 

Calipso. He filmed the beautiful plants 
and animals of the underwater world. 
With his films, he produced many popular TV specials.  

Cousteau was also an inventor. His inventions helped 
ocean scientists to stay underwater for a long time.  
His main interest was ocean conservation. 
His most famous books on this subject 
were The Silent World, The Living Sea, 
and World Without Sun.    
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BIOGRAPHY 7: Philip Arthur Charles,                
Prince of Wales (1948-        ) 

P rince Charles was the first son of Queen 
Elizabeth II and Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. 
Heir to the throne of England, he may abdicate.  

Educated at the “best” British schools, he served in the 
Royal Air Force and Royal Navy. Then he married Lady 
Diana Spencer. They had two sons. Prince William was 
born in 1982; Prince Harry was born two years later. 
Now they are both married with children.  
Prince Charles performs many official duties for the 
monarchy. However, he has been in the news more 
often because of his personal life. In 1996 he 
divorced Princess Diana. She died in a car crash.  

BIOGRAPHY 8: Sammy Davis, Jr.   
(1925-1990) 

S ammy Davis Jr. began tap-dancing and singing    
at age four. He had a lot of talent. As an 
adult, he entertained people in night clubs. But 

in 1954 he almost died in a car accident. He 
converted to Judaism. (He became Jewish.) 

Davis began to appear in Broadway shows. These 
performances led to a film career. As a singer,                
he made forty record albums. This small, thin black 
man achieved amazing success in show business. He was 
best known for his appearances in Las Vegas 
shows and on TV with his group of friends.  
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BIOGRAPHY 9: John F. Kennedy (1917-1963)  

J ohn Fitzgerald Kennedy (JFK) was the 35th 
President of the U.S. He was well-known and 
loved world-wide for several reasons. He was 

the youngest elected U.S. president in history and 
the  first Catholic. Handsome and talented, he had            
a beautiful, stylish wife. Many remember his short 
term as President as a time of glamour and culture.  
During Kennedy’s administration, the U.S. faced  
a missile crisis with Cuba. There was a nuclear 
test ban treaty. The space program progressed. 
So did desegregation of the races. The Alliance for 
Progress and the Peace Corps began. But in 
1963, an assassin’s bullet ended JFK’s life.  

BIOGRAPHY 10: Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) 

P robably, Pablo Picasso was the most influential 
artist of the early 20th century. He was born 
and studied in Spain. He went to Paris to paint.  

At first, he painted gloomy scenes of poverty. Then  
he used circus life as his main subject. He did some 
sculpture. But Picasso is best-known for his work in 
“Cubism.” The painting “Guernica” is the most famous 
example of this artistic style. It shows the 
horror of bombing during the Spanish Civil War.  

After World War II, Picasso joined the 
Communists. He continued to express 
himself in different kinds of art.  
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BIOGRAPHY 11: Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770-1827) 

L udwig van Beethoven was a very famous classical music 
composer. Even today, people hear his symphonies and 
concertos at concerts; on radio; on old records, tapes, 

and discs, and in other audio. Parts of his best-known 
pieces have become background music in the media.   

Beethoven was born in Germany, but he studied and worked 
most of his life in Austria. People in polite Viennese society 
tolerated him in spite of his unattractiveness and 
arrogance. As his reputation for musical genius was 
spreading, however, the composer began 
to go deaf. His life was filled with 
family, financial, relationship, and health 
problems. He died from a severe chill.                          

BIOGRAPHY 12: Charlie Chaplin  (1889-1977) 

C harles Spencer Chaplin was known around the 
world  as one of the first geniuses of motion 
pictures. He was a screenwriter, movie actor, 

producer, and director of silent films. 

Born in London, England, Charlie was orphaned. He joined           
a group of child dancers that toured the United States, 
where he made his first movie. With the Keystone Company 
and other film studios, Chaplin created movie “masterpieces,” 
like “The Tramp,” “Modern Times,” “The Great Dictator.”   

On a 1952 trip to England, Chaplin learned he might                 
not be able to return to America because of his leftest 
views.With his wife, he settled in Switzerland and had 8 
children. He returned in 1972 to accept an Academy award.     
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BIOGRAPHY 14: Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) 

S igmund Freud is considered the founder of 
psycholanalysis. Born in Moravia (now the   
Czech Republic), Freud studied medicine (neurology) in 

Vienna, Austria. In his psychopathology work, he substituted 
the method of “free association” for hypnosis. Though 
disputed now, Freud’s theories about the interpretation of 
dreams, repressed infantile sexuality, and other aspects of 
pyschological analysis are still widely taught and discussed. 

In spite of academic anti-semitism and other prejudices, 
Freud received a professorship in Vienna. He 
gathered  disciples. The famous Carl Jung belonged 
to his International Psychoanalytic Association, 
founded in 1910. Their ideas spread throughout the 
world. But in 1933, Hitler banned pyscholanalysis, 

BIOGRAPHY 13: Confucius (551-479 BC) 

B efore the birth of Christ (B.C.), a philosopher    was born in the state of Lu (now Shantung, China).           
He was self-educated. He married at 19 and 

became  a local administrator. He also began a teaching 
career. As a government minister, Confucius spread his ideas 
for social reform. He was the idol of the people, but his 
enemies drove him out of the state. His disciples (students 
and helpers) followed him as he traveled to many places. 

After the death of Confucius, his followers collected his many 
sayings and pieces of wisdom. The focus of 
his teachings was devotion to ancestors and 
respect for equals.  Even today, people 
throughout the world sometimes quote 
Confucius (repeat his wisdom).                                       
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BIOGRAPHY 16: John Glenn (1921-2016) 

J ohn Glenn first won fame as an astronaut. In 
1962, he was the first American to orbit the earth          
in space. Alone in the Mercury “Friendship 7” capsule, 

he circled the planet 3 times. Then at age 77, he returned 
to space as a member of a Space Shuttle crew. The purpose 
of his second flight was to test the effects of gravity on 
older bodies. Then his wife said, “No more space travel.”  

Before his famous space flight, Glenn was a fighter pilot in 
World War II and the Korea conflict. In 1957, he piloted 
the first non-step supersonic flight from Los Angeles to             
New York. Vice-President of a soft drink 
corporation, he was elected U.S. Senator from 
Ohio in 1975. His supporters wanted him to run 
for U.S. President, but he wasn’t nominated.  

BIOGRAPHY 15: Mohandas Gandhi (1869-1948) 

T he Indian nationalist leader Mohandas  
Gandhi is best known for his policies of 
non-violent non-cooperation (civil 

disobedience) in opposition to government oppression. 

Born in India, Gandhi studied law in London, England. He 
spent twenty years in South Africa, where he opposed 
discriminatory laws against Indians. Returning to India in 
1914, Gandhi supported the Home Rule Movement and 
became the leader of the Indian National Congress. He led 
a march to the sea in defiance of a monopoly on salt and 
was jailed for conspiracy. Released from prison, he worked 
for constitutional reform. After India won 
independence in 1947, Gandhi tried to stop 
the Hindu-Muslim conflict in Bengal. He 
was assassinated by a Hindu fanatic.    
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BIOGRAPHY 17: Bob Hope (1903-2003) 

B ob Hope (Leslie Townes) was one of first well-known 
comedians and stand-up comics. He has appeared 
thousands of times all over the world and on 

television. Born in London, he reached the age of 100.               
He was with his wife, Dolores Reed, for 69 years.  

Bob Hope’s entertainment career began with some song-and-
dance appearances on stage. During and after World War 
II, he hosted a radio show. While making films 
with Bing Crosby, Hope began entertaining the 
troops overseas. He brought entertainment to 
soldiers in every U.S. war since that time. He 
wrote 9 humorous books and sponsored an annual 
golf tournament in the desert. His fans especially 
enjoyed his funny looks and comedic timing.  

BIOGRAPHY 18: Madonna (1959-      ) 

A t the height of her popularity in the 1980s and 90s, Madonna Louise Ciccone was perhaps 
the best-known female pop singer and songwriter in 

the world. The media attribute her fame and success to her  
style, her business sense, and her assertive self-promotion.  

After studying dance and performing in rock bands, Madonna 
had two hit albums, “Madonna” and “Like a Virgin.” She 
appeared in some movies, but only “Desperately Seeking 
Susan” and “Evita” were widely seen. In the latter, she was 
controversial but highly praised for her musical performance 
in the role of Eva Peron, an Argentinian political figure.              
In 1997 Madonna became a proud single mother and 
now has 6 children so far, some adopted. Now she’s 
less in the public eye, doing other things.   
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BIOGRAPHY 20: Mike Tyson (1966-        ) 

B orn in New York City, Mike Tyson won the National 
Golden Gloves heavyweight championship at an early 
age. He became a professional boxer a year later, in 

1985. With his lethal punch style and strength, he beat 15 
of his first 25 opponents in the first round. After defeating 
Trevor Berbick, he won the World Boxing Council heavyweight 
title in 1986. The next year, his victory over James Smith 
got him the World Boxing Association title. He won 41 out of 
42 matches before he lost the title in 1990.  

Famous sports personalities can receive more publicity 
for their misdeeds than for their accomplishments, 
however. Tyson served three years in prison for a 
rape conviction. After his release, he came into the 
news again for biting off the ear of his opponent.  

BIOGRAPHY 19: Donald Trump (1946- ) 

D onald Trump often used to appear in news 
media and gossip columns because of his high-
profile business deals, his enthusiastic self-promotion, 

his glamorous marriages, and his costly divorces. He even 
showed up on TV in roles in comedies or on talk shows.  

Born in New York City, Donald was the son of a real-estate 
developer. When he took over the Trump organization, he 
expanded its holdings. He was responsible for the 
construction of grandiose buildings, such as the Trump Tower 
in New York and the casinos in Atlantic City. A 20th Century 
“celebrity,” he faced bankruptcy from stock 
market “crashes.” He won the 2016 
American Presidential election. Now the 
whole world watches him in astonishment.   
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BIOGRAPHY 21: Christopher Columbus (1451-1506) 

A ccording to North American history textbooks 
for children, Christopher Columbus “discovered 
the New World,” opening the door to European 

colonization and “civilization.” As the story goes, 
Coumbus was a brave explorer, who “proved” that the 
world was round by sailing west to reach the East.  
Born in Italy, Columbus first went to sea at age 14. 
Shipwrecked off Portugal, he settled there. He failed 
to get the support of the Portuguese king for a voyage,  
so he went to the Spanish court. In 1492, financed            
by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, he set 
sail with fifty men on 3 ships: the “Niña,” 
the “Pinta,” and the “Santa Maria.”  
The ships reached the Bahamas on October 12, still 
commemorated as “Columbus Day” in the U.S. Because 
his goal was to reach India, Columbus named the 
inhabitants “Indians.” He left a small colony in 
Hispaniola (Haiti) before returning to Spain, where the 
royal court honored him. On his second voyage, he 
discovered some Caribbean Islands; on his third, South 
America. But his men revolted against his control. 
He was sent back to Europe in chains. After one 
more trip to the Americas, Columbus died in Spain.  
In the debate over the reinterpretation of history, 
Columbus has been accused of rape, plunder, slave 
trade, and mass murder. Probably, he did all these—in 
the context of the morals of his times. He 
will always be a controversial but significant 
figure in the history of Western civilization.  
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BIOGRAPHY 22: Bill Cosby (1937- ) 

B ecause William Henry Cosby Jr. didn’t 
want to repeat the tenth grade, he left 
school and joined the U.S. Navy. He made 

up for his interrupted education later, however, when  
he earned an M.A. degree and an EdD (a doctorate in 
education) from the University of Massachusetts.   
Always an educator, Bill Cosby has put much of his 
knowledge and many of his ideals into his entertainment.  
Cosby’s first comedy appearances were at New York’s 
Gaslight Cafe in 1962. His funny stories were so 
successful he left college for a career in entertainment. 
The first black to star in a weekly TV drama, he won 
Emmys (awards for performances) for his role as an 
undercover agent in the series “I Spy.” He was even 
more appreciated for his work in the situation comedy 
“The Bill Cosby Show” (1984-1992), one of the most 
popular and successful series in television history.             
For the first time, viewers saw a middle-class image          
of  black people—as they struggled, humorously, with 
the challenges of modern life and growing up in 
America. Millions enjoyed his style. Along with 
his shows, the success of his commercials, audio, 
and books made him wealthy. He contributed 
generously to educational and other causes. 
In 1997, his son Ennis was shot to death on 
a Los Angeles freeway. After 2014, many 
sexual assault allegations were made against 
Cosby. His new shows and reruns were 
canceled, and he lost other honors.    
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BIOGRAPHY 23: Princess Diana (1961-1997) 

L ady Diana Spencer became Princess of Wales 
when she married Prince Charles, eldest son 
of Queen Elizabeth II of England, in 1981. A 

child of divorce, the youngest daughter of the Earl 
Spencer desperately wanted her royal marriage to work. 
Prince Charles and Princess Diana had two sons: Prince 
William, born in 1982 and Prince Harry, 2 years later.  
But life in Buckingham Palace was no fairy tale;                
the couple grew apart. It was not just the 12-year 
difference in their ages. They had little in common. 
Diana had an ability to relate to the “common people” 
that her very stiff, formal husband didn’t understand. 
Her adoring public appreciated her interest in charity 
and mothering. They sympathized with her emotional 
eating disorders. On their ceremonial trips abroad, 
Diana was most often the center of media and public 
attention; Charles felt slighted. There were rumors  
and revelations of affairs. The media carried on a 
“public relations war,” taking the side of one spouse  
and then the other. In 1996 the couple divorced. 
In the last year of her life, Diana focused on 
causes, especially the worldwide campaign against 
land mines. She sold her famous gowns to raise 
money for AIDS and cancer charities. She kept               
in shape. Many imitated her sense of style.   
In January of 1997, Diana was on holiday 
(vacation) with Dodi Fayed, Egyptian heir to 
a fortune. After a car crash in a Paris 
tunnel, she died of her injuries.  
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BIOGRAPHY 24: Albert Einstein (1879-1955) 

A lbert Einstein is best-known for his 
brilliance in his scientific studies and 
research. Even today, the phrase “an 

Einstein” can mean “a brilliant person or “a 
genius.” Once while helping a young student 
with his homework, Einstein gave the world a 
laugh. He had made a mistake in his math. 
Born in Germany, Einstein studied in Switzerland and 
requested Swiss citizenship. He became world-famous 
for his theories and publications on the movement of 
molecules and the photoelectric properties of light.            
In 1921 he won the Nobel Prize for physics. He taught 
at several European institutions, but when Hitler came    
to power in 1933, he emigrated to the United States. 
He was a Jewish pacifist, afraid of German expansion.  
Einstein’s famous equation, E = MC2, was a 
cornerstone of his theory of relativity, which 
led to the development of nuclear fission. 
Persuaded by European scientists, he signed              
a letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
urging the U.S. government to build an atomic bomb 
before the Nazis in Germany did. But after World War 
II and the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Einstein 
went back to promoting world peace and humanitarianism. 
After years of research at the Institute for Advanced 
Studies in Princeton, New Jersey, Einstein retired 
in 1945. He continued to search for an equation 
that combined quantum mechanics and relativity.               
A shy, gentle man, Einstein also played the violin.   
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BIOGRAPHY 25: Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961) 

T he famous novelist Ernest Hemingway 
never attended college. Instead, he 
became a journalist. He was wounded 

while accompanying the Italian army in World War I.   
Back in Chicago, Hemingway married the first of               
his four wives and returned to Europe as a foreign 
correspondent. Based in Paris, he fell in with a group 
of ex-patriot writers referred to as “the lost 
generation” (Gertrude Stein and others). His second 
novel, The Sun Also Rises, was an instant success.             
His third, A Farewell to Arms, earned him 
world renown and respect as a writer.  
Hemingway never stayed in one place very 
long. He was always seeking out adventure, 
like deep-sea fishing in Florida or big-game 
hunting in Africa. Spanish bullfighting was                   
the subject of his non-fiction work Death in the 
Afternoon. From 1936 to 1939 he covered the Spanish 
civil war, identifying with the anti-fascists. His novel 
For Whom the Bell Tolls came out of this experience. 
In 1940 he bought a house in Cuba. During World War 
II, he helped out the Allies.  
His short novel The Old Man and the Sea, won him     
the Nobel Prize in literature in 1954. But then he grew 
restless and depressed. He committed suicide in Idaho. 
One of the 20th century’s major 
literary figures, Hemingway is 
remembered for his terse prose style 
and self-promoted macho image.  
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BIOGRAPHY 26: Adof Hitler (1903-1945) 

W hen people criticize dictatorship based on theories of racial superiority, they often 
mention Adolf Hitler, considered 

perhaps the most evil political leader of the 
20th century. His name is associated with 
attempts at world domination, concentration 
(death) camps, extermination of whole groups, and 
horrors of modern warfare and absolute power.  
Hitler was born in Austria, the son of a minor official 
named Schickelgruber. He failed as a student in 
Vienna. Wounded in World War I, he joined a small 
political party, renamed the “National Socialist 
German Workers’ Party.” With Hitler as leader, the 
Nazis managed to take over control of the German 
government in 1933. As chancellor, Hitler suspended 
the Constitution and silenced political opposition. He  
rearmed Germany and annexed Austria and areas of 
Poland and Czechoslavakia that were 
formerly German. Threats of further 
expansion led to World War II. Enforced 
by the Gestapo (the Secret State Police), 
much of central Europe was “Nazified.”  
When Germany was invaded by the Allied forces 
(England, France, the Soviet Union, and the United 
States), Hitler retreated to an air-raid shelter under 
the Chancellory building in Berlin. He married his 
mistress, Eva Braun, in the presence of the Goebbels 
family. Probably, Hitler and his bride then committed 
suicide and were cremated on April 30, 1945.  
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BIOGRAPHY 27: Martin Luther King, Jr. 
(1929-1968) 

M artin Luther King, Jr. was named Michael at 
birth, but his father changed both their first 
names to “Martin.” (Martin Luther was the 

German leader that began the Protestant movement.) 
Martin studied at Morehouse College and Crozer 
Theological Seminary. He got a Ph.D. from 
Boston University, where he met his future 
wife, Coretta Scott. They had 4 children.   
Like his father, Martin became a minister. When Rosa 
Parks refused to give up her bus seat in December 
1955, he led a boycott of Montgomery’s segregated bus 
system. The result was a U.S. Supreme Court decision 
outlawing discrimination in public transportation. Chosen 
president of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC), MLK became active in the struggle 
for civil rights. He based his non-violent 
approach on teachings of Mahatmas 
Gandhi. For organizing peaceful marches 
and demonstrations, he was jailed several 
times, stoned and attacked, and placed under FBI 
surveillance. In 1963 King led a march on Washington, 
where he gave his famous “I have a dream” speech.  
In 1964, King won the Nobel Peace prize. He began to 
criticize the Vietnam War, discrimination in 
the North, and other areas of American life 
and values. In the spring of 1968, in Memphis 
where he was supporting striking city workers, 
Martin Luther King was assassinated.  
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BIOGRAPHY 28: Mao Zedong (1893-1976) 

M ao Zedong was an important 
theorist and activist of the 
Chinese communist revolution. 

He was one of most influential 
political leaders of the 20th century. 
Born in Hunan Province, Mao attended college and then 
worked at Beijing University, He became a Marxist and 
a founder of the Chinese Communist Party. He did 
political work among the peasants.  Forced out of the 
cities in 1927, Mao developed the guerrilla tactics of  
a “people’s war.” With his “Long March,” 
his group gained power. The new People’s 
Republic of China was proclaimed in 1949. 
As Chairman of the Communist Party, Mao 
became President of the huge nation.  
Until 1958, Mao relied on the Soviet model of economic 
and social development to govern the country, but in 
1948 he embarked on the “Great Leap Forward.”               
The  focus of his efforts was the construction of rural 
industry, using farm workers as laborers. His plans  
failed, however, and he lost influence. 
But in 1966, with military power on his 
side, he revived his rural strategy. 
This time, it was called “the Great 
Proletarian Cultural Revolution.”  
It’s possible that because of illness, Mao’s 
judgment was impaired toward the end of his life. 
After his death, the Chinese people rebelled against 
the “cult of personality” and extreme egalitarian views.   
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BIOGRAPHY 29: Elvis Presley  (1935-1977) 

P op music enthusiasts attribute the 
beginnings of rock ‘n roll to Aron 
Presley, better known as “Elvis” or  

“the King.” Even today, his admirers refuse 
to give up on his memory. They collect “Elvis 
memorabilia,” play his music, and imitate his style. 
Many claim that he is still alive and could reappear.  
Born as the twin of a stillborn brother, Elvis 
grew up in a poor but religious family—first in 
Mississippi and later in Memphis, Tennessee.                 
As a boy, he sang with a choir, won a singing 
contest, and taught himself to play guitar.  
Working as a laborer after high school, Elvis went to  
a recording studio to make a present for his mother. 
He attracted the attention of a record producer. His 
first professional recording, “That’s All Right, Mama,” 
was a success. Local radio listeners were surprised to 
learn that Elvis was white, but when they saw him, 
they were enthusiastic about his style of dress and his 
movements.  They described his musical style as 
“rockabilly,” a combination of rhythm-and-blues and 
country-western. After several television appearances, 
Elvis became a well-known but controversial celebrity.  
After two years in the army, some movies, and more 
records, he became a flashy night club 
performer. In 1973, however, after divorcing 
Priscilla, he became increasingly drug-dependent 
and overweight. A recluse at his Memphis home, 
called Graceland, the “King” died at age 42.   
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BIOGRAPHY 30: William Shakespeare (1564-1616) 

W illiam Shakespeare is often considered the 
greatest English-language writer in history. 
He was born into a working-class family in 

Stratford-on-Avon, England; little is known about his 
childhood. He married at an early age, had three 
children, and moved to London to become an actor. 
During the time of the Black Plague (1592-4), when the 
theaters were closed, Shakespeare wrote the poems 
and sonnets that became known in the 17th century.           
While acting with a company of players, Shakespeare 
became a partner in the newly-built Globe Theater, 
south of the Thames River in London. 
Around 1610, he returned to Stratford to 
live as “a country gentleman.” He wrote his 
will a few months before his death in 1616.  
By modern standards, Shakespeare’s life was short,  
but he left behind many works still studied in 
English literature courses today. His most popular 
plays, such as Macbeth, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 
Romeo and Juliet, Twelfth Night, and Hamlet, are 
often performed in indoor or outdoor theaters, in their 
original form or modernized—some even in movie form.  
Shakespeare scholars and other historians dispute the 
authorship of some of the other works attributed to 
Shakespeare, such as Titus 
Andronicus or Two Noble Kinsmen. 
There have also been detailed 
studies of the times in which he 
lived and the Elizabethan stage.   
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Testing Reading Skills with            
Short Biographical Readings 

A  set of (at least 8) short biographies similar in length               
and difficulty lends itself to a variety of creative, efficient,             
and engaging language skills lessons.  On pages 30 to 35             

of this Starter Book, 3 effective “generic” ways to structure  
learner-centered activities are presented step by step. During   
activities, learners are helped and then expected to comprehend             
the general meanings of the biographical readings—the main 
message and the important supporting details of each biography.  

More advanced speakers or writers of English may be able to 
express the important ideas of the selections in their own words. 
They may be capable of summarizing or paraphrasing the info                 
so that it’s even more easily understandable to listeners/readers.            
Less confident or less proficient students might appreciate                      
the “cues” offered by reading comprehension worksheets,                       
quiz questions, or other supplementary materials. “Learning aids”  
like these can help students in wording important info or ideas.  

Depending on the size and “collective personality” of the class, 
students might do better in cooperative comprehension activities—       
in which they can help one another understand the questions                  
and recall the material they have learned. Or they may prefer                   
to demonstrate their skills or improvement by using the 
worksheets individually, as timed tests or as homework.  

On the next 5 pages are sample Worksheets that can be used to 
assess or demonstrate comprehension of any set of 10 (or of all 30) 
of the reproducible biographies in this Small-Sized Starter Book.            
There are 3 exercise or test item variations: 

 The ten “high-beginning” reading comprehension items correspond to 
Biographies 1-10.  Each item contains one blank for students to fill in                     
with the name of the famous person that’s the subject of a reading.  

 At the low-intermediate level, there are 2 items for each of Biographies                 
11-20. Learners write the same famous name twice. 

 The high-intermediate level offers 3 test items for each Biography 21-30.               
As in the other two worksheets, all items are designed to focus students’ 
attention on important points only.  Then they can compare answers.   
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COMPREHENSION ITEMS FOR BIOGRAPHIES 1 TO 10: 
High Beginning Level 

INSTRUCTIONS: Here are the names of ten (10) famous 
people. Write the names in the blanks of the sentences.  
Kareem Abdul Jabbar 
Yasser Arafat 
Lucille Ball  
The Beatles 
The Buddha 

Jacques Cousteau 
Prince Charles 
Sammy Davis, Jr. 
John F. Kennedy 
Pablo Picasso  

1. A French scientist, _________________, explored the oceans, made 
underwater films, invented, and wrote about ocean conservation. 

2. Probably, _______________ was the most famous painter of the 20th 
century. His cubist “Guernica” is among his best-known works. 

3. With her Cuban band-leader husband Desi Arnaz, _________________ 
created the first very popular TV comedy series. People still watch               
“I Love Lucy” in reruns.   

4. The leader of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (the PLO) was  
_____________________. His group always opposed the existence                
of the state of Israel, but then he participated in peace talks. 

5. __________________, oldest son of Queen Elizabeth II, may or may 
not become king some day. Before divorcing his wife, Princess 
Diana, he had two sons, possible heirs to the throne. 

6. The famous pop music group, _______________, began in Liverpool, 
England, in 1960. Its most famous members were John Lennon, Paul 
McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr. Their breakup was sad.  

7. Prince Gautama Siddharta, son of Nepalese royalty, received spiritual 
enlightenment. He became ____________, founder of a world religion.  

8. ___________ was a talented singer, dancer, and entertainer. After a 
serious car accident, the small, frail black man became Jewish. 

9. _______________, one of the tallest and best basketball players of his 
time, played for U.C.L.A, the Milwaukee Bucks, and the Los Angeles 
Lakers. Born in New York City, his real name was Ferdinand Alcindor. 

10. The 35th President of the United States was ____________________,              
the youngest president in history and the first Catholic. He made 
progress during his short term but was assassinated in 1963.  
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COMPREHENSION ITEMS FOR BIOGRAPHIES 11 TO 20: 
Low Intermediate Level 

INSTRUCTIONS: Write each of these names in the 
blanks of two items about the famous person.   
Ludwig van Beethoven 
Charlie Chaplin 
Confucius 
Sigmund Freud 
Mohandas Gandhi 

John Glenn 
Bob Hope 
Madonna 
Donald Trump 
Mike Tyson  

11. One of the best-known comedians in history, __________________  
performed many times all over the world and on TV. In 2003 he   died 
at age 100, still married to his first and only wife, Dolores. 

12. ___________________ was a high-profile real estate developer.  His 
marriages and divorces were widely publicized. Then he became U.S. 
President, the most famous person in the world.  

13. As a pop singer, songwriter, and businesswoman, _____________ 
became very successful. One of her impressive performances was in 
the movie musical “Evita.” Now she has other interests.   

14. One of the earliest geniuses of motion pictures, _______________ 
was a screenwriter, silent film actor, movie director, and producer. 

15. The classical music masterpieces of the 19th century German 
composer, _________________, are familiar throughout the world. 
This musical genius spent most of his life in Vienna, Austria. 

16. Centuries before the birth of Christ, the Chinese philosopher 
_________________ was a government minister.  He spread his ideas 
about social reform and his wisdom. Many still quote him.   

17. The founder and leader of 20th century psychoanalysis was 
___________________________. Born in Moravia (now the Czech 
Republic), he studied and taught medicine in Vienna, Austria. 

18. The Indian nationalist most influential in the home rule movement 
was ___________________. He was famous for his non-violent civil 
disobedience.  

19. For over five years, ______________________ was the heavyweight 
boxing champion of the world. 

20. The first American to orbit the world in space, ____________________ 
took his second flight at age 77.  
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21. The first American to orbit the world in space, __________________ 
took his second flight at age 77.  

22. “Madonna” and “Like a Virgin” are two of __________________’s 
best-selling albums. She was or is a proud single mother of many 
children, some adopted from third-world countries.  

23. A fighter pilot in World War II and the Korean conflict, the 
astronaut _______________ was a U.S. senator for many years. 

24. _____________________ entertained U.S. troops in every military 
conflict since World War II. He was known for his funny-looking 
nose and his comedic timing. 

25. People think of __________________ when they see his elaborate 
tower in New York City or his grandiose casinos in Atlantic City—
or when they hear about his ex-wife, Ivanna.  

26. The boxing champ, __________________, is sometimes in the 
news for negative reasons, like his rape conviction and his prison 
term. In 1998 he bit off the ear of an opponent. 

27. Some of _______________________’s silent movie masterpieces 
were “The Tramp,” “City Lights,” “Modern Times,” and “The Great 
Dictator.” His films reflected his political views. 

28. The arrogant ______________________ was tolerated by Viennese 
society because of his musical genius. But the second half of his 
life was difficult, filled with money, family, and health problems. 

29. _______________ studied law in England, opposed discrimination 
in South Africa, and worked for Indian Constitutional reform.  In 
1948, he was assassinated by a fanatical Hindu. 

30. _____________________ is remembered for his “free association” 
methods of psychological analysis, his publication on the 
interpretation of dreams, and his theories of repressed sexuality. 

31. His enemies drove him out of the Chinese state of Lu, so 
__________________ traveled to many places with his disciples. 

EXTRA ITEMS: Here are some images of famous people. Do you know who they                    
are supposed to be? (Answers are below.) What else do you know about 

ANSWERS: Ludwig von Beethoven, the Buddha (Gautama Siddhartha), Mike Tyson, Confucius,                 
Pablo Picasso, Sigmund Freud, Mohandas Gandhi  
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COMPREHENSION ITEMS FOR BIOGRAPHIES 21 TO 30: 
High-Intermediate Level 

Instructions: For each of the famous people in 
Biographies 21-30, three of the following items 
apply. Write the name of each person in 3 boxes.    
Christopher Columbus 
Bill Cosby 
Princess Diana 
Albert Einstein 
Ernest Hemingway 

Adolf Hitler 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Mao Zedong 
Elvis Presley 
William Shakespeare 

Names of ten famous 
people listed above.   

Important facts or information about each person.  

 1. This Protestant minister was named after the German 
religious leader that began Lutheranism. He had four 
children with his wife, Coretta Scott.  

 2. This German-Jewish scientist lived most of his life in 
Switzerland and the United States. In 1921 he won the 
Nobel Prize for physics. He studied molecules and the 
photoelectric properties of light. 

 3. This respected author never attended college. Instead, he 
worked as a journalist in Europe and associated with a 
group of writers called “the lost generation.” 

 4. Many people consider this Nazi chancellor of Germany 
(1933-1945) the most evil leader of the 20th century.  

 5. This 16th and 17th century British poet and playwrignt                    
is still considered the first great writer of English-
language works.  

 6. School children learn that this Italian explorer 
“discovered America” in 1492—with the support of the 
Spanish King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella. They also 
learn that he proved the world was round.   

 7. As much an educator as an entertainer, this very famous 
and previously successful comedian put much of his 
knowledge and many of his ideals into his TV series.  

 8. This rhythm-and-blues and country-western singer is still 
remembered as “the King” of rock ‘n roll.  
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Names of ten famous 
people listed above.   

Important facts or information about each person.  

 9. While at the University of Beijing, this  20th century 
political leader became a Marxist and founder of the 
Chinese Communist Party. 

 10. The wife of Prince Charles, eldest son of Queen 
Elizabeth II, produced two possible heirs to the throne 
when she gave birth to Princes William and Harry. 

 11. The Princess of Wales was disappointed in her husband 
and life in Buckingham Palace. The couple grew apart 
because they had little in common. She developed 
emotional problems, like eating disorders. 

 12. This young Chinese Marxist organized the peasants    of 
his native province, Hunan. He developed guerilla 
tactics for fighting a “people’s war.” His “Long   March” 
is a famous part of history. 

 13. The Civil Rights movement in America began when a 
black woman, Rosa Parks, refused to give up her seat in 
a Montgomery bus. This concerned minister led a bus 
boycott in the city.  

 14. His most famous novels are The Sun Also Rises, A 
Farewell to Arms, For Whom the Bell Tolls, and The Old 
Man and the Sea. 

 15. The best-known scientific formula in the world is 
probably E = MC2. A brilliant German-Jewish physicist 
created and based his Theory of Relativity on it. 

 16. His sonnets are well-known but not as famous as his 
plays. Everyone knows that he wrote Macbeth, A 
Midsummer NIght’s Dream, Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet.  

 17. Although he grew up in a poor but religious family                    
in the Southern states, his musical talent was evident at 
an early age. He was “discovered” at a Nashville 
recording studio. His first recording was the song 
“That’s all right, Mama.” 

 18. “I Spy” was the first successful TV series for this 
talented black actor. His most popular series ran from 
1984 to 1992 and had his name in the title.  

 19. His three sailing ships were the “Niña,” the “Pinta,” and 
the “Santa Maria.” They landed in the Bahamas on 
October 12, 1492.  
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Names of ten famous 
people listed above.   

Important facts or information about each person.  

 20. He believed in the racial superiority of the Arian people. 
He attempted world domination and extermination of 
whole groups. He was a hated and feared dictator.  

 21. In 1945, when Germany was defeated in World War II,    
he committed suicide in his bunker with his new bride, 
Eva Braun. 

 22. His experiences with Spanish bullfighting, the                    
Spanish civil war, and adventures such as big-game 
hunting and deep-sea fishing are reflected in his terse, 
macho writing style. 

 23. After her divorce, she concentrated on her stylish 
“image,” mothering her two boys, and contributing to 
causes such as AIDS and cancer research and 
eliminating land mines. Her death from a car crash in a 
Paris  tunnel shocked and saddened the whole world.   

 24. Winner of the 1964 Nobel Peace prize, he followed the 
non-violent approach of Gandhi. Because of the 
effectiveness of his marches and protests, he was 
jailed, attacked, watched, and finally assassinated. 

 25. Although a pacifist, he supported the development of 
the atomic bomb to defend the world from Hitler’s                  
Nazi Germany. Then he went back to his causes—
promotion of world peace and humanitarianism.   

 26. There is debate over his role in history. Was he a                  
brave explorer that brought civilizaton to the New 
World—or an evil rapist, plunderer, and slave trader? 

 27. Strattford-on-Avon is famous because this great writer 
was born and died there. Historians study the 
Elizabethan period and the theater for which he wrote. 

 28. He was a controversial celebrity. In the 2nd half of his 
career, he became a flashy night club entertainer. Then 
he divorced and soon died from overweight and drugs.  

 29. He was always in a power struggle with other Chinese 
political leaders. Many opposed his “Great Leap 
Forward” and his “Proletarian Cultural Revolution.” 
Others objected to the “cult of personality.” 

 30. It was a sad day when the only son of this man was  
shot to death on an L.A. freeway. Later, he was  
accused of sexual assault and lost his popularity.   
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“Generic” Learner-Centered    
Reading Activities  

Here are the two of the most common but least motivating and 
least effective classroom reading activities: 

 One person reads aloud a few sentences or a paragraph or more and everyone                  
else listens, hopefully while following along int the text. 

 In a “teacher-centered” lesson, the group goes over, discusses, interprets,                         
and/or translates each reading selection line by line or even word by word. 

There are much more efficent, productive, and inclusive methods          
of learning, teaching, or practicing and improving reading abilities.        
In some form, all involve silent  reading, communicating important 
info and main ideas, and—eventually—learning what needs to be 
learned and remembered. Here are some  tried-and-true, (almost) 
always successful methods, presented in “generic” form so they 
can be reduced, expanded, or otherwise adapted to a group.  

R eading Card “Kit.”  
The simplest, quietest, most individualized way to 
“teach” or provide practice in silent reading for meaning 
is to provide each group with a Reading Card “Kit.”                   

To prepare such a set of Reading Cards, paste up reading 
selections on the chosen topic on index cards or card stock. 
Selections should be of approximately equal length and difficulty.  
Another way to produce a kit is to create it by machine and print            
it out on card stock—or photocopy the masters on heavy paper. 
Each group needs at least twice as many reading-selection                  
cards as there are members.  
For example, if you decide to use High-Beginning Biographies 1-10              
from this Small-Sized Starter Book for a Reading Card Kit, paste 
up the ten readings on ten separate index cards of appropriate 
size.  Or you can glue copies of four readings on each piece                   
of card stock and then cut pages apart. In either case, there 
should be significantly more reading selections than students.               
If the class is large, make more than one Reading Card Kit.  
If you want students to increase their speed and comprehension 
by “reading for a specific purpose,” hand out the “answer sheet” 
or “quiz sheet” first. For Biographies 1-10, you might want to use the         
ten items on page 30 or something similar or comparable.  
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To start the reading activity, hand out a set of ten Reading Cards    
to each group of 4 or 5 students. They distribute the selections, 
probably two to each member. At a signal, they read their cards 
silently and quickly for meaning, marking answers on their 
answer sheets or quiz papers. As they finish each card, they                  
pass it to the student on their right.  
When time is called, perhaps those that have completed their 
answer sheets should receive a small prize—as an incentive to 
find information even more quickly next time. When the class 
reconvenes, participants can go over their answers together.  
To test for reading comprehension, the instructor or group                 
leader can read the answer sheet or test items aloud, without                  
the answers, of course. Listeners try to recall and tell the   
answers (in this case, the names of ten famous people).  
An alternative, more challenging way to make use of a Kit is              
to hand out cards before distributing answer sheets or quiz 
pages. Again, learners read silently for meaning, but this time 
they make notes on the important information of each selection. 
For biographical readings like those in this booklet, it may help              
to take notes in chart form, something like this: 

After time is called, Reading Cards are collected. Learners can 
take the “reading comprehension quiz” in one or more forms:  

 A group reader or instructor reads aloud the questions or test items.                             
The leader can call on participants individually or let the group answer 
collectively. Perhaps the “oral quiz” can be conducted as a competition.  

 Each small group can receive a test paper, competing with other groups to 
complete it cooperatively, completely, and correctly. Perhaps the winning                  
group can win a prize. 

 Each individual can “take the test” on his/her own. If the activity is                    
conducted in a credit course, the papers can be graded. 

Bio Subject Why this person is famous                      
or remembered 

Other important information 

Kareem Abdul 
Jabbar 

Most points in basketball player’s 
career, tallest player 

Played for U.C.L.A., Bucks, Lakers. 
Doesn’t play anymore.  

Yasser Arafat Leader of PLO. Against Israel, now 
for peace. 

Supported Sadam Hussein in Gulf 
crisis. Won Nobel Prize. 

The Beatles 1960s-world- famous pop music 
group, “Beatlemania” 

John, Paul, George, Ringo. “I 
Wanna Hold Your Hand,” etc. 

The Buddha Founder of Buddhism. Four Noble 
Truths. Nirvana. 

Nepal, royalty. Received 
enlightenment under a tree.  
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T he “Expert Game”  
A more communicative, more active procedure for a set 
of readings is the “Expert Game.” Again, prepare a set                 

of Reading Cards with selections of approximately equal length 
and difficulty. The principle behind the “Game” is that each 
learner, pair, or group becomes responsible for “teaching”                    
a piece of information to others—summarizing, paraphrasing, 
explaining, answering questions, and making sure that    
listeners “get it.” At the same time, listeners become 
responsible for understanding the main points and info,                     
asking for repetition or clarification if they need to, and                          
jotting down or remembering what they need to learn.                            
Here are three ways to conduct the “Expert Game.”  

 In the Small Group Version, each person in each group gets a different  
selection—or two if there are twice as many readings as people. Time is 
allotted to read and understand their selections, making notes to talk from. 
Then, participants in turn “present” the main points of their material—by 
summarizing it briefly in their own words, making sure listeners understand.  
As each person has his/her turn, group members may jot down notes and                  
ask questions. Finally, the Reading Cards are collected.  

 In a Whole-Class Version, each person, pair, or small group gets a different 
Reading Card, perhaps several copies of the same reading if feasible.                       
As in the small-group version, they read and understand their selections, 
perhaps making “talking notes.” If more than one person has the same 
selection, they can practice their “presentations” together, correcting one 
another’s grammar, phrasing, and pronunciation if necessary. Finally, collect 
the cards. In turn, participants “present” the main points of their material to  
the class—by summarizing it briefly and making sure that their audience 
understands. (Pairs or groups might decide to divide up the information. Or    
they may prefer to present the same material two or three times in different 
paraphrases.) As each person or group “presents,”  listeners in the audience  
are responsible for taking coherent notes and asking questions if they need to. 

 In the most active version of the “Expert Game,” each learner gets a different 
reading selection. (In a large class, there will be duplicates, but the game will 
still work.)  The titles of the selections—in this case the names of the people                  
in the Biographies—are listed on a board. (Or each participant can make 
himself/herself a name tag with the name of the famous person biographied                  
in his/her reading.) At a signal, everyone circulates around the room,                
trying as fast as he/she can to get the answers to the first or both of these 
questions about all of the famous people listed. (1) Why is this person         
famous? OR Why is this person remembered?  (2) What else should we 
remember about this person’s life? They take notes on the answers.  
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O ral Informational Activities  
Whichever version of the “Expert Game” is used,                  
follow-up should be a kind of comprehension check.                  

Any of the suggestions for a “reading comprehension quiz” on 
page 37 are appropriate for assessment. Here are more ideas:   

 Placing People in History. Keeping their Reading Cards as “Name 
Tags,” learners in groups of 4 to 8 arrange themselves in “chronological 
order,” according to the era in which their famous person lived and worked.               
In turn, groups “present” their info to the class. Standing in line in time order, 
everyone tells something about his/her person’s significance in history. 
Listeners list names, arranging them in order of their places in history.  

Biographical Categories. Each with a different biographical Reading            
Card, participants arrange themselves in groups according to the “category” 
to which the subjects of their bios belong. For instance, all those that are 
“experts” in sports figures form one group; those with political figures, 
another; those with media personalities, a 3rd; those with scientists, a 4th.  
They prepare presentations. Then in turn, each group tells about the famous 
people in their category, perhaps explaining what they had in common and 
how they’re different. Listeners can take notes, and be asked to summarize.   

Chain of Facts. In each group of 5 to 10, every person should have                     
a different short Biography. The first reads aloud or paraphrases a statement 
about the subject of his/her bio, like “The Beatles were a world-famous pop 
music group.” The second repeats the 1st statement and gives one of the 
same kind about his/her bio subject. For example, “Kareem Abdul Jabbar” 
was one of the best basketball players of the 1960s and ‘70s.” The third 
repeats the 2nd statement and adds a 3rd about another famous personality, 
like “The Buddha was the founder of Buddhism.”  The chain continues until 
everyone has given one statement of that kind. Together, the group reviews.  

Another participant begins the second round by giving a statement of  
another kind of sentence pattern, like “One good thing Yasser Arafat did                    
was work for peace in the Middle East.” The next person repeats the 1st 
statement and adds a second, like “One good thing Lucille Ball did was                  
make millions of TV viewers laugh.” The process continues until everyone 
has said one comparable fact. If the life or personality of someone’s subject 
doesn’t fit the pattern, he/she may ask the group for help or can “pass.” 

The game may continue with as many rounds as useful, each based on a  
different “fact format” or sentence pattern (form). Here are suggestions:                     
(1) “One bad thing about . . . was that s/he . . .”   (2)  ... lived in a time of . . .   (3) 
“The most unusual thing about . . . was that . . .”  (4) “Some of the . . . that . . . 
created (or produced or caused) were . . .  (5) The event that determined the 
course of . . .’s life was . . .  (6) Most people remember . . . because . . . . 
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This French 
oceanographer 
explored the oceans 
on his research ship, 
the Calipso.  

Who was 
Jacques 
Cousteau?  

He invented devices 
to help scientists stay 
underwater for long 
periods of time.  

 

Jeopardy-Format “Answers and 
Questions”  

True or False: Jacque Cousteau was a Spanish 
explorer of the moon and outer space.  

False. He was a French explorer of the 
oceans (the underwater world).   

Who was Jacques Cousteau?  An ocean explorer, researcher, and scientist.  
When did Jacques Cousteau live and work? For most of the 20th Century (the 1900s).  

“Tradtional” Language-Learning Question-and-Answer Formats  

Quiz games can range from the very simple, in which individuals 
or teams compete in answering questions, to exciting, complex 
game formats that mirror TV game shows. Here are some ideas 
for less complex versions: 

 Students divide into groups that serve as “teams.”  In turn, each gets a chance                
to answer a different question, selected randomly from a list or—better yet—              
from question cards drawn out of a container. After the question is asked,                       
the team gets time to confer—perhaps 15 to 30 seconds. If its members answer  
correctly, they receive a point. If they respond incorrectly, the next group gets                   
a chance to answer, and so on.  The game can be played for as many “rounds”   
as time allows. The winner is the team with the most points. 

 Alternatively, the class can divide into two or more teams to create their lists of 
biographical questions, or decks of Question Cards. In turn, each asks a question 
of the other (or next) team. If this game follows one or more cooperative-learning 
activities, a “positive” scoring method is to give both the questioning and the 
answering team a point if the question is answered correctly—and to subtract                   
a point from both scores for an incorrect answer. That way, everyone will work 
hard to make their questions and answers comprehensible and important.   

B iography Quiz Games  
From their biographical reading cards, each individual or 
small group—and/or an instructor—can prepare “quiz 

questions” for competitive question-and-answer biographical  
fact games. The questions can be of a “Jeopardy format,” in 
which “contestants” tell answers in question form, or—more 
simply, in forms typical for language-learning games. Here are 
some examples for one of the reading cards from this booklet.    
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R esearch Picture Cues 
For any kind of content, but especially with biographies,             
visual images (photos, sketches, cartoons, caricatures) 

provide a motivating and effective language-learning change of 
pace. Pictures of the famous can be collected from magazines, 
illustrated biographical readings, “clip art,” and especially                     
the Internet. They can be pasted up on cards or card stock.                 
Here are the simplest ways to make use of Bio Picture Cards: 
1. In groups or as a class, learners identify the people in the pictures—

cooperatively or competively. They get a point for each correct answer and 
an extra “bonus point” for telling why the person is famous or remembered. 

2. Learners use the Picture Cards for a kind of “information scavenger hunt.” 
From a pile laid out on a table, each individual or team receives one card.  
As fast as they can, using supplied “research materials,” they find out 3  
important facts about that person and/or 3 significant events from his/her  
life. They write the information in a list. They then exchange the card                        
for another person’s picture and repeat the process until time is called.                   
The winner is the person or team with the most correct facts. The Cards                  
and the collected information can be reviewed with the whole class.  

Here are more examples of the kinds of downloaded images (photos, drawings, cartoons) 
that can be useful in the activities suggested above or in other bio lessons or games.                
Visuals may or may not include “context clues” to their bio subjects’ reasons for fame.   

The people depicted or caricatured above are supposed to represent:                         
Benjamin Frankin, Clark Gable, Dan Rather, Bette Davis, Salvador DalÍ, Dolly Parton, 

Eddy Murphy, Clint Eastwood, Ronald Reagan, Ghengis Khan,  Frank Sinatra 
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W riting Class Biographies 
Brief biographical reading selections like those in 
this Starter Bio Book make good models for 
biographical or autobiographical “compositions,” 

to be compiled, written, edited, and re-organized by learners.  
That’s because the readings are simply organized; many begin 
with a main-idea message, followed by “supporting detail” for 
that point. Only the most important events and facts—info that 
readers might want to remember or integrate into the knowledge 
of history—are included. Because they discourage students 
from filling their own compositions with rambling details, these 
samples can be useful at the beginning of a high school or 
college writing course—especially a class that begins with 
students telling about themselves and/or learning about one 
another. Here are some suggested steps to follow: 
1. At the appropriate level of language use, choose some model Biographies 

to analyze together. (These can be shown on a screen, duplicated and 
distributed, and/or simply read aloud.) Students identify the main idea                     
or point of each reading, perhaps paraphrasing it in their own words.                  
They cite the information that “supports,” explains, or clarifies that 
“message.” If there are other facts or ideas in the biography, they tell                    
why they think they are there—or why they should not be omitted from                      
a well-balanced, informative (but concise) biography.  

2. For an “autobiography,” each person writes down a word or phrase to 
answer one of these sets of questions:  

 How are you different from most people? 
What makes you a “unique” individual? 

 What culture most influenced you?                     
How are you typical of people your age 
that grew up in your culture?  

 If your life ended today, what would other 
people say about you and your life? 

 How can the people in this class best 
remember you? In other words, what is 
most important (or most unusual, or 
easiest to recall) about you and your life?  

3. Working with the word or phrase they 
jotted down, participants list as many 
associated words or phrases (“supporting detail from their lives or 
personalities” as they can think of within a time limit. Here’s an example:  

  

“ARTIST” 
 fingerpainting in kindergarten 
 artwork on Mom’s refridge 
 cartoonist for high school 

newspaper 
 always doodling, esp. in class 
 visually oriented—remember 

what I see, not what I hear 
make mind pictures for names 
 sold 2 paintings in art show 
 house decorated with my art 
 love art museums . . .  
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4. Working with their lists of ideas,  participants do some “freewriting.”                         
For a specified length of time, perhaps twenty minutes, they write down                  
any ideas and thoughts about themselves and their lives that come to mind. 
They don’t stop to look up words or check their grammar, spelling, or 
punctuation. They simply express themselves as clearly as possible                  
through free association. 

5. Students work in pairs, exchanging papers. Reading their partner’s work, 
they jot down or ask questions that the writing brings to mind. They                  
discuss both pieces of freewriting, making suggestions for a clear focus or 
message. They comment on the details that seem important and those that 
won’t add to the value of the “biographical composition” that is to follow. 

6. If time allows, each pair meets with another two learners. Each person in 
turns tells what he/she knows and remembers about his/her partner’s life 
and personality. The person being talked about may add comments and 
clarifications. The two listeners should ask questions and make comments 
too. The purpose of this step is to help each writer focus and clarify his/her 
thoughts, based on feedback and questions from readers and listeners.  

7. There are at least two alternatives for the “biography writing” step of this 
composition activity. Each person can write his/her “autobiography” or                    
“life story so far,” based on feedback received from his/her partner and 
group. Or each of the four participants can write about the life and/or 
personality of another  person in the group. If classtime is allotted, all                  
group members will have access to the person they’re profiling—to ask 
questions, get clarification of important points, get feedback on what they 
have so far, and the like. If the task is assigned for homework, participants 
exchange contact info—or at least meet to complete the writing. 

8. The (auto)biographies are collected and, if feasible, corrected, edited, 
commented on, and/or graded. If time permits, they can be rewritten in                   
final form. Ideally, they should all be of about the same length and shape—
perhaps like the models on pages 9 to 28 of this booklet. They can even 
include drawings or photos of the people involved. 

9. Here’s procedure for the simplest follow-up “quiz” for class biographies:  
one at a time, and without mentioning the name of the person profiled,                     
the group leader or instructor reads aloud the important content from                       
each piece of writing. As quickly as they can, listeners try to identify the 
person whose bio they are hearing. So that the entire paper can be read 
aloud, they should jot down their answer instead of shouting it out.  

10. Of course, the class-produced writing selections can be pasted up on cards 
to create a “Biographical Class Kit.” Any or all suggested in “Reading Card 
Kit” and “Expert Game” sections of this booklet can be used as follow-up. 
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